Abstract:
Excellent engineers are developed and launched through exceptional education and apprenticeships. Edison once declared, “I start where the last man [Individual] left off.” Mechanical engineering, more specifically its design thread, should teach engineers the tools, methods, and processes to begin where the last engineer left off. Regardless the work mode —new design project, refinement of an existing design, or design incident failure— an appropriately educated/skilled engineer quickly ascertains where to begin and what to contribute. As high percentages of baby boomers retire, industry demands graduates with greater readiness and proficiency in the theory and practice of mechanical design, analysis, and manufacture. Firsthand observations of Chief Engineers, Engineering Fellows, Directors, and Engineering Managers will be presented regarding the strengths and weaknesses of today’s ME graduates. Pros, cons, and future trends of today’s academic ME Design Threads will be presented, concluding with a vision for building upon, and extending to premiere status, the Purdue ME Design Thread as esteemed by its peers and industry recruiters.
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